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KHARMA ENIGMA VEYRON CABLE COLLECTION
BREAKING THE BOUNDARIES OF HIGH-END AUDIO CABLES

The Enigma Veyron Cable Collection breaks all boundaries in high-end audio design. This collection goes far beyond imagination and has to 
be heard to be believed. Passionate craftsmanship is used to create this Ultimate level, making no compromises and giving everything we got. 

The finish of the Enigma Veyron Cable Collection is pure craftsmanship, including the finest embroidered genuine leather with dark brown 
anodized aluminium end-parts and Rosé Gold trimming. The dark brown leather is embroidered with the characteristic Kharma pattern.  
The passionate craftsmanship for the Enigma Veyron cable collection is even more shown by the new Kharma Advanced Core Treatment 2.0. 
Special care is taken for each conductor separately, meaning all conductors undergo their own Advanced Core Treatment 2.0 to reach the 
maximum effect. This labour intensive treatment results in a new level of excellence. The delicacy, devotion and passion to detail of these 
artisanal made cables lead to enormous dynamics, infinite resolution, a natural timbre and a transparent holographic soundstage for this entire 
cable collection. 

Loudspeaker Cable 

The ultimate version of the hybrid Silver and Nano-Carbon conductors (SNC™) philosophy is realized within the Enigma Veyron Loudspeaker 
cable (KLC-EV-1.0). The conductors are made of very pure silver with a small injection of 24k gold. The quality of this silver-gold alloy is 
unchallenged and combines perfectly with carbon in the new hybrid conductor construction. All conductors are individually chambered for 
reaching the optimum of air insulation and are also treated individually with the Advanced Core Treatment 2.0. The combination of vibration 
reducing tubing and genuine leather sleeves minimizes the mechanical vibrations reaching all individually chambered conductors.  
Furthermore the conductors are placed behind ultra-effective shielding to protect the signal from unwanted external electromagnetic  
interference. The Enigma Veyron Loudspeaker cable (KLC-EV-1.0) is terminated with special high quality silver-gold spades. A Dutch  
silversmith moulds these Kharma spades from the same alloy as the silver gold conductors used in the cables. Afterwards these high quality  
spades are hand polished one by one to achieve a smooth surface and to optimize the contact area. The ACT-2.0 on the spades furthermore  
enhances the quality of the spades. 

Interconnect Cable 

Solid core silver-gold and carbon conductors are used to create the ultimate interlink cable (KIC-EV-1.0 or KDC-EV-1.0). On top of this hybrid 
SNCtm construction, we’ve also made use of various diameter silver-gold conductors to build further on in-house developed knowledge.  
Our heritage in this way merges perfectly with cutting edge technology. Protected against mechanical and electromagnetic disturbances  
with a triple layer screening, vibration reducing tubing and embroidered leather sleeves. The XLR and RCA plugs both have a delicate  
Kharma design matching the cable endings. The XLR contains silver plated contact pins, where the RCA even has a pure silver centre pin.  
As the smallest details speak the loudest, Kharma takes notion of the smallest details in the materials, process and development to enhance 
the musical experience. 

Power Cable 

The Enigma Veyron Power Cable (KPC-EV-1.0) uses pure silver conductors in combination with carbon in a different way. The carbon is 
used for filtering out the skin effect instead of performing as a main conductor. The unwanted external electromagnetic interference and the 
mechanical vibrations are tackled by the composition of dual layer screening, vibration-reducing tubing together with leather sleeves and 
shielded plugs. The shielded connections are based on silver plated plugs, which can be a EU or US version and on the other side an IEC or 
IEC high-current connector. All finished with the characteristic brown anodized parts and Rosé Gold trimming. 
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